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tents outside to accommodate the passive resisters. The prisoners
undergoing simple imprisonment had the right to wear their private
clothing. But the satyagrahis decided to don the prison garbs, and to
obey all jail regulations which did not wound their religious feelings
or self-respect. Gandhi set an example by putting on clothes assigned
to Negro convicts.
According to the regulations, in the first week an Indian got in the
morning, 12 ounces of "mealic pap" without sugar or ghee ; at noon,
4 ounces of rice and an ounce of ghee; in the evening, for five days,
12 ounces of "mealic pap95; for three days, 12 ounces of boiled beans
and salt. The scale was modelled on the dietary of the kafirs. In the
second week, and thenceforward, for two days boiled potatoes and
for two days cabbages or pumpkin, or some such vegetable was given
along with maize flour. Those who took meat were given meat with
vegetables on Sunday. For spices nothing else besides salt was served
and sugar was never given. Gandhi was prepared to eat the jail ration
but he considered it improper to make others share such unsuitable
diet. Within a fortnight Gandhi brought about some change in the jail
diet—bread instead of pap and the permission for the Indians to cook
their own food. Some of the jail restrictions Gandhi considered whole-
some and stuck to them when freed. After his release he stopped
taking tea, and finished his last meal before sunset.
Only the white convicts got a bedstead, tooth-brush, towel and
also a handkerchief, not the Indians. The Chinese were treated even
worse than the Indians, but Gandhi got them placed on the same
level as the Indians. The governor allowed the passive resisters the
use of a table, and writing material. Gandhi had Carlyle's studies on
Burns, Johnson and Scott, Bacon's Essays, the writings of Tolstoy,
Ruskin and Socrates. Many of these he read and reread. In the morn-
ing he used to read the Gita, and at noon, mostly the Koran in
English translation. In the evening he taught the Bible to a Chinese
Christian, who wanted to learn English. He had started translating a
book by Carlyle and another by Ruskin in Gujarati, but the early
release left the work unfinished. Every morning Gandhi along with
his friends went through voluntary drill.
There were sharp protests in India and England against the im-
prisonment of the passive resisters. General Smuts held constant
cabinet meetings and after a fortnight he sent Mr. Albert Cartwright,
the broad-minded editor of Transvaal Leader, to see Gandhi with

